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Faithful Representations of /I Groups 
at Characteristic p, I 
G. J. JANUSZ 
In this paper we investigate certain representations of finite p groups over 
fields of characteristic p. Any attempt to classify all representations of a class 
of p groups will probably depend on a knowledge of representations that are 
small in some sense. With this in mind we investigate representation modules 
on which a given group G acts faithfully but not faithfully on any proper 
submodule--minimal faithful modules. 
In Section 2 some elementary properties of minimal faithful modules are 
proved. In particular when the field is large enough, a minimal faithful 
module is a homomorphic image of the group algebra (Corollary 2.4). 
Theorem 2.6 provides a rather rough classification of all minimal faithful 
modules and provides sharp upper bounds to the dimension of minimal 
faithful modules. We have been unable to give sharp lower bounds in general 
and much of the remainder of the paper is concerned with this problem. 
In general, a group with exponent p” cannot have a faithful representation 
of degree less than 1 + pO-t but this bound is not always attained. It is 
attained by abelian groups and in Section 3 we classify all such representations. 
In Section 4 we give some properties of a group which has exponent pa and 
which has a faithful representation of degree 1 -- p”-l over some finite field. 
Finally Section 5 contains a rather lengthy computation with the extra- 
special group of order pa6tc1 and exponent p. We give a description of all the 
minimal faithful modules having the property that no proper homomorphic 
image is faithful. It turns out that no faithful representation of this group 
has degree less than m 1 2 and the degree m + 2 is attained. 
IVotation 
Throughout the paper p is a fixed prime, G is a finite p group and K a field 
of characteristic p. K is otherwise arbitrary except for the restriction placed 
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on it in Section 2 which prevails through the remaining sections. For a 
group II, let 97(H) denote the radical of the group algebra K(H). Lower cast 
greek letters 01, /3,... always denote elements of K. If  I~- is a K(G) module, 
ker( I,‘) is the set of elements in G which act as the identity on IT. We shall sa\; 
a K(G) module I’ isfaithful if ker( V) -: I. 
I. PHELIMINARIE~ 
In this section we record several results that will be useful later. Since these 
are well-known some proofs are left to the reader. 
I. I. The set {g -- I } z&h ,g in G, g f  1 is n K bavisfor .&(Gj. 
I .9. Let 1: =- (T, ’ >: ... x KY,,, \ be an elementary abelian group. The 
elements y, ~ I,..., y,,, ~-- 1 gizle a basis of-&‘(E) module -#(E)2. 
Proof. Repeated use of the identity, 
(ah - I) = (a - 1) 1 (b ~ 1) )- (n - l)(b - I), (1.3) 
leads to the conclusion that anq’ element of .X(E) is congruent modulo .2(E)? 
to an element of the form, 
Now suppose such an element Y is in .X(E)‘. Let Ei be the subgroup of 17 
generated by the y, with j # i. The rnap from E onto (vi,’ with kernel E, 
induces a homomorphism of K(E) onto K((‘, 1). .X((y,>) is the image of 
.&A(E) so the element Y maps into W((y,>)“. But the image of r is c&y, - I) 
and since yi - I is not in .%‘((y,>)” we have 01, == 0. 
1.4. Let H be a normal subgroup qf G. Then -R(H)K(G) is tlze kernel of the 
homomorphism of k-(G) onto K(GjH) induced by the natural map of G onto G/H. 
1.5. --lny nonzero left or r&ht ideal of K(G) contains the element Zg wizere 
g rurzs through G. 
For a K(G) module I-, its socle S(F) is the sum of the irreducible sub- 
n10du1es. 
1.6. Suppose Cy is a K(G) module zuith ker( IT) : I. Tlzen the subgroups 
K, 7 ker(W(G) C’) and E, -= ker( V/S( V)) are normal elementary abelian 
sz&roup.ps qf G. Jloreover E, n B, is contained in the center, Z(G), of G. 
Proof. An element s of G is in ker(.#(G) I) if, and only if, 
(,x - l)(g -- l)C -= 0 
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for all g in G and v  in V. Thus if x is in El we have 
(9 - 1)~ = (X - I)(3 - lpl~ = 0. 
Since ker( I~-) = 1 it follows that ~7’ = 1. For X, y  in E, we find 
(x - l)(y - 1)V = (y - 1)(X - 1)” = 0. 
This yields sy7; = y.~ and so XJ = 3~. Thus Et is elementary abelian. 
An element x is in ker(VjS(V)) if and only if (s - 1)(x - I)?: == 0 for all 
g in G and z’ in V. As above we find E2 is elementary abelian. If  x is in E, n Ez 
then (,g -- l)(~ - 1)~ == (,x - I)(g - 1)~ = 0 for all 0” in G and we obtain 
RX = XY as required. 
2. &IINIRIAL FAITHFUL MODULES 
DEFIXITIOIU 2.1. A K(G)-module V is called minimal faithful if ker( k-) =-: 1 
but every proper submodule of V has a nontrivial kernel. 
Let -QZ(G) denote the subgroup of Z(G) generated by its elements of 
order p. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let L’ be a minimalsfaithful K(G) module with 
dim( V/:9(G) Fj = WZ. 
If K is injinite then m = 1. If K is the $eld with q elements and if 
/ .QZ(G) = p’ then 
pr - 1 ,, q”’ - I 
P-l p FT. 
Proof. 1Vith each maximal submodule 121, of I’ we associate the subgroup 
Bj = ker(d,Zi). Since If is minimal faithful we see E, i 1. By a fundamental 
property of p groups, ‘4, = E, n QZ(G) IS not the identity subgroup. Xext 
observe that Ei n B, = 1 if iVi + Mj . This follows because Ej n Ej is 
contained in ker(M, f  32)) := ker(V) = 1. Thus il, n A, = I and the 
correspondence Ei with d, is one-to-one. Moreover the E, are distinct. 
Now we notice that the maximal submodules are in one-to-one corre- 
spondence with the m - l-dimensional subspaces of V/%(G)V. If  K is 
infinite and m > 1 there are infinitely many maximal submodules. But G 
is finite so the set {Ej) is finite-a contradiction. Thus, m = 1. If  K has q 
elements the number of maximal submodules is (q”” - 1)/q - I. Now 
QZ(G) may be considered as an r-dimensional vector space over the field 
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of p elements. The maximum number of subgroups which have pairwise 
trivial intersection is the number of one-dimensional subspaccs; namely, 
(p’ - I)/(p -~ 1). Hence, the set -(;11j has (4”’ - I)j(q ~ 1) elements and 
this is at most (p’ ~ l)/(p - 1) as required. 
This bounds the dimension of a minimal faithful module I7 since the 
number of generators for b’ is m and p7j’ ~:. 1 RZ(G),. The submodule 
generated by a single clement has dimension G 1. So a-e obtain the 
following result. 
CORC)LI.ARY 2.3. The dimension ?f a minimul faithful module i: czt most 
Y G i where L?Z(G)’ ~~~ p”. 
C’OROLLARY 7.4. .ilssume K is in$nite w that i k’ : Q%(G),. 
(a) leery minimal faithful module is a homomorphic image of I;(G). 
(h) Erery minimal~faithful module is indecomposable. 
Proof. The assumptions on K force M :- 1 in (2.2). The result follows 
at once. 
Remark. Statement (a) of (2.4) is false without some I-estrictior on K as 
the cxamplc below shows. However I have not been able to deter-m& whether 
or not statement (b) ever fails.’ 
EXAhll’LE 2.5. (; --- ,’ .vw ,’ (I 4’;, .= elementary group of order ~9. Let C; 
have basis z’(, , z’i , ‘z;~ over the field R with p elements. Let G act on I’ 
according to 
(~A-  I)?/-,, -= 0, (y - I)V” 0, 
(x - l)v, = q, , (J ~- l)q : 0, 
(A? - l)T? :m: 0, (2’ ~~ 1 )Zja =m z,, 
Then C7j.W(G)17 has dimension 2 but 1: is still minimal faithful. One easily 
checks ker(T’) = 1. That I; is minimal follows most easily by observing 
that the action of G on a two dimensional submodule can be described by a 
group of 2 x 2 matrices over K. However the Sylow p subgroup of GL(2, p) 
only has order p while G has order p2. 
A~SSUMP1‘ICN. From now on we shall assume K is “large enough” to 
insure that (2.4) (a) is valid. 
We now show how to obtain minimal faithful modules. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let E be a normal, elementary, nonidentity subgroup of G. 
Then 59(E)&?(G) is a Zeft ideal and the quotient P -= K(G)jA’(E)-g(G) is a 
1 Ad&d in, pmof: Statement (b) is always true without restriction on K 
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minimal faithful module. Any minimal.faithful module W with E _C ker(g(G) W) 
is a homomorphic image of V. If  G is not an elementary 2-group with E a maximal 
subgroup, then E = ker(.%(G)V). In the exceptional case G = ker(g(G)V). 
Proof. We shall proceed in steps. The first assertion is just a consequence 
of the normality of E. 
Step 1. 1. is faithful. 
Suppose y  is in G and (y - l)b- = (0). ‘Then y  -- 1 is in &?(E).&(G) 
and so by (1.4) y  is mapped onto the image of 1 when K(G) is mapped onto 
K(G;E). Hence, y  is in E. 
Let ‘?, = 1, g, ,...,g, be representatives of the cosets of B in G. Then 
S?(G) B’(E) + 1 K(B)(g, ~~ 1) 
i .I 
and this is a direct sum of left K(E) modules. Thus 
$t’(E).3’(G) = ,g(E)” I 1 :%(I!‘)(,gi I). (2.7) 
1 I 
The element y  - 1 is in .&(E)W(G) n K(E) ::~= .&‘(E)2 so from (1.2) we have 
3’ = 1. Thus, ker(V) == I. 
Step 2. I7 is minimal faithful. 
I’ has a unique maximal submodule W(G)V which contains all proper 
submodules of F. The equation W(E)W(G)V = (0) implies EC ker(.%!(G)CJ 
so ever)- proper submodule has E in its kernel. 
Step 3. If  IV is any minimal faithful module, then (2.4) (a) implies 
Ii’- K(G),‘-/ for some left ideal J. When E C L&.%‘(G) W) then 
g(E)B’(G)W = (0). 
Thus d(E)%‘(G) 2 J so W is a homomorphic image of V. 
Stop 4. Now let il = ker(B(G)I’) and let h, ==m 1, hz ,..., hn be coset 
representatives for A in G. As above we have 
9(G) = B(A) f  1 K(A)(h, -- 1) (2.8) 
2‘-1 
g(A).%(G) - W(A)? -f 1 9(A)(hz ~ 1). (2.9) 
i -.I 
\bT:e also have 9’(A)%‘(G) = W(E)@(G) b ecause E C A yields the inclusion 
of the right side into the left while .%(A)W(G)V = (0) yields the other 
inclusion. 
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From Eq. (2.8) we obtain 
d(A).qG) -: .R(E)iqG) .: 3qEyqA) j- c d(E)K(A)(h, I). 
1 ‘1 
This is a direct sum of K(A)- modules so we may compare this equation with 
(2.9) to conclude 8(E)a(A) %(.-3)2 and in case A f  G we have also 
.9(-t!) = %(E)K(A). In case .q ; G we obtain A = E by counting dimension. 
That is d(4) has dimension , A I ~.-- 1 while .8(E)K(A) has dimension 
, .4 : E ‘(~ E / - 1). 
Suppose A = G. Let 1 I:’ :- p” and .J my p”- r. By (1.6) and (1.2) it 
follows that K(A)@(d)” has dimension 1 ~7 s t I. Now to compute the 
dimension of K(A)!9(E)%!(A) first use (2.7) for the pair (E, iI) in place of 
(k, G). It follows that K(A)/ti(E).#(A) has dimension I ~- s ~~ (p’ - 1). 
Since :~?(.-l)” : :&(E)M(.-I) it follows t -~ pf --- 1. Hence, either t 0 and 
.J I:‘(Jrt 1 and p : 2 which gives the second alternative. That 1: J A 
actually occurs in this case is an easv matter to check. ‘Ihat G must be 
elementary follows from (1.6). - 
COROLLARY 2.10. If V is minimal faithful and E -~: ker(&(G)I,‘) then the 
dimension of C’ is at most 1 G : E -I- s when I E 1 7 p”. AIlloreover this bound is 
attained by I’ -7 K(G)i’%(E)%(G). 
These facts give precise information on the minimal faithful modules of 
largest possible dimension and in fact classifies all minimal faithful modules in 
terms of normal elementary subgroups. The problem of determining lower 
bounds for the dimension of minimal faithful modules is not so easily solved. 
Most of the remaining results are concerned with this question. 
LEMM.~ 2.11. Let .-I be a ryclic group qf order pll. The smallest dimension 
of a faithful representation of A4 is 1 -C p”-l. In fact there is a unique minimal 
faithful module for =3. Its endomorphism ring is a homomorphic image of K(A). 
I’Yoo~. Let .-1 .= (x). Every indecomposable K(*l) module is isomorphic 
to K(A)(x ~~ 1)’ for some j 0, I,..., pa -- 1. The module K(--l)(s - l), 
is faithful if, and only if? j -) p”-r -.I p”. Since K(A)(.v ~ 1)’ has dimension 
p” ---j we see the smallest dimension of a faithful module is I ;- /F’. The 
last statement follows from the well-known fact that every endomorphism 
of a left ideal in a group algebra is induced by right multiplication by some 
element in the algebra. 
cOROLL4RY 2.12. If  G has exponent p” then a faithful module has dimension 
at least 1 PC’-‘. 
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Proof. A faithful G module remains faithful for a cyclic subgroup of 
order pa so the statement follows from (2.11). 
This lower bound may or may not be attained for a given group G. We 
shall consider this for special groups below. 
3. UNITS IN K[y] AND THE ABELIAN CASE 
In this section we determine the nature of the group of units in the ring 
9 = K[y] where y” = 0 for some integer d. The relevance of this to the 
above discussion will be seen at the end of the section. 
Let ZU,.(~) := I ~/- my’ and let oil, 01~ ,... be a basis for K over the field of p 
elements. 
'BEOREM 3.1. The multiplicative group of units in 9 is the direct product 
li* x Ii of the multiplicative group of K and a group U. CT is the p-primary 
part and is the direct product of the cyclic groups (w,(q)> for 1 ,< Y < d,p{r, 
and i = 1, 2,... . The element w,.(q) has order p” if, and only if, dIpa < r < 
d/p”-‘. When K is the field with pf elements the number of cyclic summands of 
L3’ with order pa is fha , where 
and 
e, = 0 if p”-lfd or if pai1 1 d, 
e, = -1 if pap1 1 d but p” { d, 
e, = $1 if P”ld but p”,l ,r d. 
As usual the square bracket denotes the greatest integer function. 
Proof. The units of 9 are the elements 01 + ay for ar a non-zero element 
of K and a in 55’. Let (i be the set of units congruent to 1 mod (y). Then 
clearly the group of units is the direct product K* x U. 
Step 1. The elements We generate U for 1 < r < d, i = 1, 2,... . 
Let u == I + #Iys -}- a, where a, = 0 mod (y”+‘). There exist integers n, 
with 0 < ni < p such that /3 = L’niai (a finite sum). One checks directly that 
is of the form 1 + /3y” modulo (ys+l). H ence, uw-l is congruent to 1 modulo 
(y”-1). Since yd = 0 induction on s yields u is a product of terms w,(olJ. 
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Step 2. A set of elements in c’ is an independent generating set if the 
set of images is an independent generating set of U/Up. 
This is a well-known fact which is a consequence of the fact that I/ has 
finite exponent. 
Step 3. (~Jol,) / 1 5: Y < d, (p, Y) ~:- 1, i =- 1, 2,...) is an independent 
generating set for 5. 
By the first two steps we see this set generates C;. To show independence, 
it is sufficient to show independence modulo 15”‘. 
Let n(;, Y) be a set of nonnegative integers such that 
is a finite product equal to 1 modulo c’“. I f  all the n(i, r) are divisible by p 
we are done. If  not let s be the smallest index such that n(;, s) is not a multiple 
of p for some i. 
Under the mapping 3 + Z/(y”+‘) = 3’ the group of units of 9 maps 
onto the units of 3’ and U’ is the p-primary part of the unit group in 9’. 
Thus we have a’ G 1’ mod (U’)P. Clearly ~,(ol~)~o.~) maps onto 1’ in 9’ 
if Y > s so by the choice of s we have 
We have used here the congruence 
W,(a)n = (1 4 ,.y ; I t rzay.7 = wL’,(na) mod(y”‘). 
It follows ZL’~(C~ n(i, s)o[J’ = 1’ in 9’. But (y”)’ # 0 so 2 n(i, s)q = 0. ‘l’he 
oli were selected to be linearly independent over the field of p elements so it 
must be that n(i, s) is divisible by p for all i contrary to the choice of s. 
The order of ~?(a) is the smallest power p” of p such that d < rp”. The 
formulation in the statement of the theorem follows at once. 
To determine the number of cyclic summands of order p” it is necessary 
to compute the number h, of integers r in the interval d/pa ,< Y < d/pa-l 
which are not divisible by p. This is somewhat tedious and will be omitted. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be an abelian group of exponent pa and having t, 
cyclic direct summands of order p”. Let x be an element of G with order pa and 
let y  be the coset of x - I in K(G)/(x - l)d with d = 1 + pa-l. Finally, let 
9 = K[y]. Then if K is injinite, G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the group of 
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units of 9. I f  K is the field with pf elements, G is isomorphic with a subgroup of 
the units of 9 if, and only if, 
f ,  + ?-, + ... + t, d f(hn -t ha-1 + ..* + hr,) 
The hi are defined in (3.1.) 
for b = 1, 2 ,..., a. 
Each imbedding of G into the units of .Z gives rise to a faithful representation 
of G of degree 1 + pa-‘. Two diflerent imbeddings give inequivalent representa- 
tions of G provided the element x is mapped onto 1 + y  in both representations. 
Proof. In case K is infinite, (3.1) implies there are infinitely many cyclic 
direct summands of the units of 9 which have order pa. Thus G can be 
imbedded in this group. When K has pf elements there are fhb cyclic direct 
summands of the units of 9 having order pb. G can be imbedded in this 
group precisely when the stated inequality holds. 
Now let the algebra 9 act on itself by multiplication. Any imbedding of G 
into the units of 9 gives an action of G on 9 and hence a 1 -1. pa-l 
dimensional representation, Suppose i andj are two imbeddings of G into the 
units of 9 such that i(x) r= j(x) = 1 -t y. If  the representations i and j of G 
arc equivalent, there is a linear transformation T of the vector space 9 such 
that i(g)T(w) = T(j(g)w) for all g in G and w in 9. In particular if we take 
forg the powers of x, we find that T induces an 9 endomorphism of 9. Thus, 
T is a multiplication by some element t of 9 and t is an invertible element. 
Sow the equation i(g)t == j(g)t f  or all g in G implies i(g) = j(g) as required. 
COROLLARY 3.3. G and 9 as in (3.2). Every faithful representation of G 
with degree 1 + pap1 over A- can be obtained by some imbedding of G into the 
units of 9 acting on the vector space 9 under which x corresponds to 1 -- y. 
Distinct such imbeddings give inequivalent representations. 
Proof. Let V be a faithful K(G) module with dimension 1 + pa-l. Then 
as a module over the cyclic group (xi of order pa, V is isomorphic to 
K[x]/(x - 1)” with d = 1 + pn-r (by the uniqueness of the faithful modules 
with this dimension). Thus V as an (x> module can be identified with the 
ring 9 and the action of x is the action of the element 1 + y. The group 
G then is viewed as acting on 9 and as such it induces endomorphisms of 8 
which centralize x. That is, G induces 9 endomorphisms of 2. But every 
Y? endomorphism is a multiplication by a unit of 9. Thus, G is identified 
with a group of units of 50 in such a way that x is identified with 1 J-Y. 
The last assertion of the corollary is proved in (3.2). 
This classifies all the faithful representations of an abelian group which 
have the smallest possible degree. There is another class of representations 
that would be of interest; namely those K(G) modules which are minimal 
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faithful and also have the property that every- proper homomorphic image 
has a nontrivial kernel. I f  I’ is a module with this property we may be more 
succinct by simply saying c’ and V* (the contragredient module) are both 
minimal faithful. The determination of such modules for even abelian groups 
seems \-cry elusive. \Ve can show some of the complications by treating the 
elementary case. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let G be an elementary abeliaz group, C’ a k-(G)- module 
such that both I’ and V* are minimal faithful. Let I?’ my ker(.X(G) C’). 
(a) If  E =--. G then I,,- is t.wo-dimensional over k- with basis m and m,, . 
There is an imbedding,f of R into the additive group ttf K such that for s in E 
(b) Suppose G -=: E Y H esith H I- 1. 7’Aen there is a k’(H)-module -‘II 
with the,following properties. 
(i) .1/1 ; K(ZI)m for some m in 21, 
(ii) S(;V) --= Km,, for some m,, in :IZ, 
(iii) &(H)m is faithjkl, 
(iv) The K(G)-module T . is obtained .frotn 111 by setting V -= /Ii as 
K(H)-modules. The action of E is determined by an imbedding .f of fi,’ into the 
additive gvoup of K according to the rules 
(s ~ I )NZ f  (1.)m,, and (,x .- I).#(ff)IlZ m= (0) 
for all s in E:. 
Proqf. Since V is minimal faithful we have F7 = K(G)m for some m in I.. 
Since V* is also minimal faithful we get S(V) IS one-dimensional by duality; 
say S( 1;) : Km,, . 
(a) Suppose E x G. Then .X(G)“V = (0) implies .&(G) I’ i S(V) .m Km,, . 
Hence, for each x in G there is a scalar f  (x) such that (.Y - l)m = f(x)m,, . 
It is straightforward to check that ,f  is an imhedding of G into the additive 
group of K. 
(b) Now suppose E ;,: H -= G and H J I. Let -1f -= K(H)m. W’e see 
9?(H)nz C .2(G)m so E acts trivially on .&(fQn. Thus, .@(H)m is a K(G) 
submodule. The K(G) socle of V is one-dimensional so Km, C W(H)m. 
Since .X(E).%(G)V = r#(G):%?(E)V = (0) it follows that %(R(E)V C S(V) 
and in particular 9(E)m C Km, C M. Clearly .&(H)m C M SO WC: have 
B?(G)m C IV. Thus, we finally obtain K(G)nz C M by (1. I), and we see that 
M is a K(G) submodulc. Since m generates V we find M = V. Now the 
assertion (ii) follows because the H socle of M is contained in W(H)M on 
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which E acts trivially. Thus, the H socle equals the G socle and this is one- 
dimensional. For assertion (iii) we need only observe that the unique maximal 
G submodule and the unique maximal N submodule of b’ coincide so the 
G kernel of W(H)m is E which has trivial intersection with H. Assertion (iv) 
follows just as in case (a) because .~?(E)wz C Km, and -@(E).#(G)m -= (0). 
4. GROUPS WITH MODULES OF SMALL DIMENSION 
In this section we assume G has exponent p” and wc let d = I + p”. I. 
The last section gives the faithful modules of dimension d when G is abelian. 
In this section we obtain a small amount of information in the case where G 
is non-abelian. 
THEOREM 4.1. &&sume G has a faithful representation of dimension d oz’er 
A7 and let .x he an element qf G with order p” = exponent of G. 
(I ) C,(x) is abelian. 
(2) [f  C = C,(x) is normal in G then there is a group G* which contains G 
as a subgroup and such that: 
(i) The representation of degree d for G extends to one of G”; 
(ii) C” = C&s) is normal and G/C g G*/C”; 
(iii) Theve is a subgroup H of G* with HC* -= G* and H n C* :: I; 
(iv) If K is the$eld of q elements then Gk j ‘< q’(‘-“. 
PYOOJ Let I; be a minimal faithful module of dimension d. Let X denote 
the linear transformation of r induced by the element s - I. By (2.11) we 
must have I’ = K[X]z g K[X] for some zl in I-. Any element of Cc(s) 
induces a K[&]-endomorphism of I/. Since the K[S]-endomorphism ring 
of I* is commutative, Co(s) is abelian. 
how assume C == C,(s) is normal. 
For eachg in G there is a unique element w(g) in K[X] such thatga = w(g)z 
for the particular element a selected above. Now identify G with the group of 
linear transformations it induces on 17 and let G* be the group of linear 
transformations generated by G and the set {w(g) 1 g E G]. The centralizer 
of .X in G”, c‘“, contains the elements w(,r) so G* is generated by C* and the 
set If  consisting of all elements of the form w(g))ig. 
The claim now is that H is a group. First from the definition of the 
elements w(g) and uniqueness we obtain w(gh) = (gu(h)g-l)zc(g). From 
this it follows z-(g)-lgw(h)-lh == w(gh)plgh. 
Now to show H n C* == 1 we examine the effect on 2; of the elements 
of H and of C*. Every element h in H satisfies hv = z’. But any element in C* 
centralizes K[X] so belongs to K[X]. Thus, c in C* and CTJ -= er implies c --= 1. 
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For the last assertion WC: suppose K has 4 elements. Then C” is contained 
in the units of K[X] and so 1 C’* 1 -- qd-l because K[X] has qdpl elements 
of p-power order. Xext we see that II = G”/P g G/C induces automor- 
phisms of K[X]. That is C” generates the algebra K[X] and H normalizes 
C*. Xow any automorphism g of K[S] must send LY into XL, for some unit 
u,, ofp-power order. KIoreover u,, is determined up to congruence modulo the 
annihilator of S, namely KXJ~‘. Thus, ZL,, can be uniquely written in the 
form u, :: I f  X,X ~’ ... + X,_,zY”-z. It follows N I $: qd-a. \Ve finally 
obtain G p , =L i C” ~ Ef @“-“. 
Remark 1. ‘The requirement in (2) that C,(r) be normal in G is an 
important one. There are many groups G of exponent pU which have a 
faithful representation of degree 1 -7~ p”- l -m d but for which the bound 
‘8 (’ P3 fails. The simplest example is the full group of lower unit 
triangular d x d matrices over the field of (I elements. The order is q”, 
s d(d ~- 1)12. Here 5 ;, 2tI -~ 3 except when J -= 2 or d y= 3 and 
p- a-=2. 
Remark 2. One might be tempted to seek conditions on a group G .=: HC.‘, 
where C is a normal maximal abelian subgroup and 11 n C = 1, which insure 
the existence of a faithful representation of degree rl = 1 7 p”-’ with 
exponent C ~- exponent G == p’“. \I’e SW that for a == 1 H must be the 
identity for only abelianp groups have a faithful representation of degree two. 
The next section examin&a group of exponent p to see how large the smallest 
possible degree of a faithful representation can get. It turns out that it may be 
arbitrarily large. 
5. EXTRA SPECIAL GROUPS 
In this section p is an odd prime, G is the extra special group of esponcnt p 
and order ptli171. More precisely G is generated by elements x1 ,..., x,,, , 
Yl >...7 Yin subject to the relations 
s.” : y,” = ll% 7 Ykl = b, > x,] =- [yi , y,] = 1 all i,i and ti + i, 
[xiyi] -= z = generator of Z(G). 
\Ye have written [N, y] for ~m-‘y-‘~vy. 
Any field K of characteristic p is large enough in the sense of Section 2 
because QZ(G) has order p. The main object of this section is to determine all 
those minimal faithful K(G)-modules I’ such that I-* is also minimal faithful. 
Since Z(G) is contained in every normal subgroup of G, (2.6) implies V is 
isomorphic to K(G)/J for some left ideal J which contains %(Z(G)))ti(G). 
\\.e need some further properties of .I. 
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5.1. J is a left ideal containing 92(Z(G))3(G) and maximal subject to the 
exclusion of z - 1. 
Proof. J cannot contain z - 1 because I’ is faithful. I f  /,, properly 
contains J then K(G)/JO is a proper homomorphic image of V so it is not 
faithful. Thus, z is in ker(K(G)/ JO) and, hence, z - 1 is in I,, . 
5.2. J?(G)2 contains z - 1 but o - 1 is not in .R(G)a. 
Proof. The equation [.~i~~i] = x yields 
ylxl(z - 1) = (Xi - l)(Yi ~-- I) - (J, - 1)(X, - 1) 
so z - 1 is in g(G)“. 
To see z - 1 is not in .9(G)3 we consider the module IV with K basis 
ql , Wl ,.‘., W,,l and G action defined by the following conditions. 
(Xi - I)w, := M, 1 < i :< m, 
(Yj-lI)wj =o 1 <i-<WZ, 1 <i :mtl, 
(yi - l)w, = 0 1 < i < m, j f  i, 
CYi - l)w, = W,,,Jl 1 <i-sm. 
One checks directly that this is a K(G) module in which (z - l)w, = -.zu,,,+ i 
so (z - 1)W f  (0). It is also straightforward to check that W(G)3W ~= (0) 
which shows z - 1 is not in !9?(G)3. 
5.3. / CT Z(G)2 is a maximal submodule of T%‘(G)‘. 
Proof. 2(G)2/9(G)3 is a completely reducible K(G) module in which 
(X - 1) is not in the zero coset. Thus any submodule of s(G)2 which is 
maximal subject to exclusion of z - 1 is already a maximal submodule. Thus 
we need only show J n .9(G)” is maximal subject to exclusion of x - 1. 
Suppose 9(G)2 > M > Jr\ 92(G)2. Then 62 g J so M 7 1 > J. By (5.1) 
z - 1 is in :lZ + J. But z - 1 is then in 
9(G)” n (M + J) = II4 + (~&(G)z n J) = M 
as required. 
Let JY = K(G)/92(G)3 and let A? denote the radical of 3, The preceeding 
results imply that the K(G)-module I/ can be obtained from the algebra .% in 
two steps. First determine the left ideals L in .@ maximal with respect to the 
exclusion of the coset containing z - 1. It is easily seen that 922 is in the 
center of .9? so that L is actually an ideal of 3. Secondly, determine maximal 
left ideals J/L of g/L subject to the exclusion of the coset containing z ~- 1. 
Then 27/J is the desired V. The advantage of using 9 in place of K(G) is 
that L and J/L turn out to be completely reducible modules. 
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Let Si , E’, , Z denote the cosets in a containing xi --- 1, y, - I, z -- 1 
respectiveI>. 
hoof. Repeated use of (I .3) leads one to conclude that the elements listed 
above along with all products Y,-YJ span 9. But for i + j, dY,Y; - 17,AYj . 
For i L j we first need an identity. Using (5.2) and the defining reiations for 
G we obtain 
From this we obtain 17(-Y, .= -\‘,‘I’, - Z. IIence, the elements listed in (5.4) 
span .& and we must show linear independence. We first show that the 
elements Si , Yi I *.: i .:- M give a basis for @,W. Since Z is in d”, the 
algebra 9;pl.P is a holnomor~~hic image of ~(G)~~(Z(G))~(G) which in turn 
is isomorphic to KfGiZfG)). V’ \ e can imitate the proof of (I .2) because G;%(G) 
is elementary abelian, to construct left ideals containing Y(G)zjM(Z)K(G) 
but excluding a given .Yi, or I-, . 1Ve obtain this \vay the conclusion that 
I, Si , Y, 1 :C i c’ YE give a basis of .#/.P. Now suppose we have an element 
and zc = 0 in ~3. Let ti,’ be a three-dimensional K(G) module with basis 
zc, , zlAj , ujQ such that for fixed integers Y, s 
(i) (g - i )2+ = 0 all g in G, 
N’e require that the scalars A, % satisfy A,%, := A,%, so then PI;;’ is a mod&. 
Moreover :6@(G)3W = (0) because W is three-dimensional, so W is ;I .&’ 
module. Since vve have assumed u :m= 0 we find 
0 =- uzu, =-- (n,.,.hJ%, -L y,&%, + pJ,%,)w:, . 
First choose A, = 8, = 0, h,%z + 0. ‘This yields y?,% -= 0. Similarly with 
A,%, + 0, A, -:= Hz =- 0 we find (Yap = 0. Now finally with ,k#, f  0 vve have 
/3,.,* == 0. In the same way we construct modules using pairs (xv , .T,<) or 
(y? , y5) in place of (x,. , ys) used for W. We then obtain a,.,> -= yrs 0 for 
all T, s. Since Z + 0 we also find o((, - 0. This proves (5.4). 
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5.5. Let M denote the subspace of @ with basis Xix, , AT,Y, , Y,L) fol 
1 
, . . 
k I,] < m. Then Al is a maximal ideal in d2 subject to exclusion of 2. Let 
f  be any element of hom,(M, K) and set I%‘~ = {m + f  (m)Z ! m E Ml-. The?1 
.lf, is an ideal of S maximal subject to exclusion of Z. IVIoreover, every left 
ideal in W2 which is maximal subject to exclusion of Z is equal to Mf for some 
choice off. 
Proof. Since .%3 = (0) every subspace of $P is an ideal so in particular 
-11, is an ideal. Clearly ~11, does not contain Z and M, + KZ = 9? by the 
proof of (5.4). Thus ?l/r, is maximal subject to exclusion of Z. By the usual 
computations with vector spaces we find all maximal subspaces of ,P which 
avoid Z are equal to AZf for some f. 
Now suppose J is a left ideal of 3 containing :li, and maximal subject to 
exclusion of Z. Certainly J C 9 so g’J C J r\ P. By (5.3) we have 
J n .9* : Mf so .%J C IVIf . This means J/Mf is in the (left) socle of ,rA!:l11, . 
The maximal choice of J implies (KZ + J)/-11, is the full socle of S/IV7 . 
The next step is to determine the maximal submodules of the socle of ti/lIIf 
which exclude the coset containing Z. 
5.6. Letf be in hom,(21/, h’) and let C) be the subspace of& spanned by all 
elements u == 2h,S, T &jYi,for which 
(i) f(-YcLU) == 0 for a/l 1 .-,I a -< m, 
(ii) f(uY,,) = - h,.for a(1 I .< b 5:: m. 
Lets be any element ?f hom,( r;, , K) and set r.;,,, = {u + g(u)Z j u E C’,]. 
Then [If*9 + lllf i.c a left ideal of & maximal with respect to exclusion of Z. 
zIloreover, every left ideal maximal with respect to excluding Z has the form 
I- ‘. ‘I -i-. MI for some choice off and g. 
Proof. Let zl = D;X, ~- .Fyjl., . Then the coset u -I- lV, is in the socle 
of 2/‘V, if, and only if, -Y,‘,,u and I’,u are in 21ff for all 1 -< a, b < m. The 
condition X,u E -If, is equivalent to statement (i). To get statement (ii) we 
need only use the fact that 
Yl,Xf = XiY?, for i f  b and Y?,X-, = S,Y,, - Z. 
It is immediate then that U, + Mf is a left ideal maximal with respect to 
exclusion of Z. The rest of (5.6) follows by direct computation from the 
remark just before (5.6) and from the fact that Z -!- IIf, is in the socle 
of .21/21~, . 
Sext we turn to the question of equivalence. 
5.7. Let f,  h be in hom,(M, K); g, k in hom,( c) , K) a?zd hom,( Cl,, , K), 
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respective&. Then -S?/ Us., -- ill, is isomorphic to ES/C:,~,C -t ill, if, and only if, 
f = h. In particular, .SY/Crf,, -!- rVr, is isomorphic to 3Y/U, + AU,. , 
Proof. Since 9 is a homomorphic image of a self-injective ring we can 
make use af the fact that for left ideals I, J of B we have 911 G .9/J if and 
only if I = Jfz for some invertible element a of .2. 
Now if (r/;,, -I- Mf) = ( Pi*,.,, i- JR!l)u with a invertible then n/r,a I:: :I1,b 
is in U,,, -+-- 2vr, . Taking intersections with ~2 we find ;lZ1, = Mf and it 
follows h -71~ f. 
Now let rdO -= 2,&S, + Xy, Yi and suppose U, -1 ~(z+,)Z is in U,,C . 
Let a = 1 +- c+q,. . Then (ug -t pa = u,, +- ol,XruO -I- c~ryJ. It 
follows that this element belongs to C),, + &Z, where d is defined by 
(To obtain this equation one must use the condition (5.6) (i)). SimiIarly if 
b = I + /$Yr the element (u,, -+ ~(~“)Z)~ fails into U$,, + il/lf where 
d(u,) = +$A,. + g(u()). 
It follows that for any linear function c from the space 2XXi -I-- ZlKY, to 
A’ the set U,,9 -+ I%$ is carried into Uf,,+, ( :v f f  by muItiplication with the 
unit 
n = I - Xc( Y&Y, - #n(Xj)Yi . 
The lemma now follows at once. 
We want to make one further computation. 
5.8. ~~7~~~aithful G module has dirne~~.a~ at least m + 2. 
Proqf. Any faithful module conatins a minimal faithful module which 
in turn has a minimal homomorphic image V that is faithful. Then 
li E -g/U, i- &if for some-f. We know .%/I%!~ has dimension 2m + 2 so we 
must show the dimension of U, is at most m. 
Let 2(x ,..., zisct be a basis for C;; . Suppose .r + r > m. When the u’s 
are expressed as linear combinations of the Xi and Yi we may assume the 
matrix of coefficients is in row reduced form. Moreover a suitable numbering 
allows us to assume there is some subset P of positive integers < m such that 
The sets e and {k, ,..., :k,} partition the set { l,..., m}. 
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\Ve now consider the following matrices all of size m ;< m: 
-4 _ /I "lij /i %j = f(xixj), 
B = II Bii II Bij = f(& y-j), 
C = 11 nij 11 *‘ij = f (  L, Yj), 
D = 11 Qj 11 
yij z= yij if j E /, i : < s; 
qij = 0 otherwise, 
E, = el, + . .. + ess where ei, is the usual matrix unit, 
E2 = el,k, + “’ $- er,k, , 
F = 11 oij /I Hij = y+i.i if j E / and Bj, = 0 otherwise. 
Notice the matrices A and C are symmetric. 
We now use the conditions (5.6) on the elements ui which are in 0; . The 
equations that result can be written in matrix form as follows. We shall write 
B” for the transposed matrix of B. 
(1) E,A + DB* = 0; 
(2) E,B + DC = El; 
(3) (E, + F)B* = 0; 
(4) (E2 -+ F)C = 0. 
VVe now multiply equation (2) by (E? f  F)* on the right and use the trans- 
posed form of equations (3) and (4) to get 
E1(E2 + F)* = 0. 
This implies the first s rows of (E, + F)” are all zeros. Hence the first s 
columns of E, + F are all zeros. For any index j not in !, columnj of l?a $-F 
has a 1 in the row i where j = k, . Thus, the indices j outside & must satisfy 
j > S. Hence, there are at most m - s indices outside t. Since there are 
precisely r indices outside ( we have Y < m - s or Y + s < m. But Y $ s 
is the dimension of 0; so we have proved the result. 
Notice that the module constructed in (5.2) is faithful with dimension 
m $ 2. It corresponds to the casef = 0. 
If  both V and P’* are minimal faithful modules then the proof of (5.8) 
shows m $ 2 < dim(V) < 2m + 2. Let f be the element of horn&M, K) 
defined by 
f(XIX*) = ... = f(xon-1x2n) = f(Y,YJ = ... = f(Y,,-,Y2,) = 1 
and f is 0 on the other basis elements listed in (5.5). One computes directly 
that l/, has dimension m - 2n so the module v  = .8/Uf A n/r, has dimension 
m it 2n + 2 for any n with 2 < 2n < m. 
